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SECRET LONDON, January 8,1953—11 p. m.
3739. From Byroade. Met this morning with Bowker and other

Foreign Office officials on Sudan. Bowker said that British are now
working on clean draft of proposed UK-Egyptian agreement on
Sudan which it was hoped could be presented to Naguib within
next few days. 2 Bowker confirmed there are three difficult issues
and number minor ones which might prevent reaching agreement
with Egypt. Main difficulties are (1) Governor General's reserved
powers for south, (2) Governor General's emergency constitutional
powers, (3) Sudanization. One of minor issues is appointment of
Deputy Governor General.

Bowker made clear that UK would find it most difficult, if not
impossible, make further concessions re south and expressed belief
that if Governor General did not have powers, north Sudan would
neglect, if not exploit, south and southern provinces would almost
certainly boycott parliamentary elections. UK had endeavored
make Egyptians understand UK had no hidden motives re south
and that it firmly upholds principles of Sudan unity. Bowker gave
us in utmost confidence (and specifically asked that this in no way
be revealed to Egyptians) text of article in draft UK-Egyptian
agreement re reserved powers which reads as follows:

"The two contracting governments are agreed that, it being a
fundamental principle of their common policy to maintain the
unity of the Sudan as a single territory, special powers with regard
to the southern provinces which are vested in the Governor Gener-
al by the self-government statute shall not be exercised in any
manner which is in conflict with this principle".

Bowker expressed hope that Caffery might be helpful in persuad-
ing Egyptians re British attitude on unity of Sudan.

Re emergency constitutional powers Foreign Office working on
formula whereby Governor General could exercise such powers in
event administrative breakdown without prior approval advisory
commission. After execution emergency powers Governor General
then would discuss matter with advisory commission and if over-

1 Repeated to Cairo as telegram 198 and to Khartoum as telegram 11.
2 Not printed. According to despatch 1405 from Cairo, Jan. 15, not printed, the

British draft agreement on the Sudan was given to the Egyptian Government on
Jan. 12. (745W.OO/1-1553) . . .:,
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